NRG Battle - World Edition
Sign up now for a life changing experience!

Become one of the 100 global top talents to meet, compete and innovate in the NRG Battle – World Edition. This is your chance to work on challenging and innovative energy cases provided by companies like Shell and other companies from the energy sector.

The NRG Battle – World Edition is a competition organized during World Gas Conference in Kuala Lumpur where you and 100 other global top talents work for four days in multidisciplinary teams of five on challenging cases provided by companies such as Shell. At the end of the four days each team presents their idea in a 3-minute pitch to an expert jury consisting of CEO's and directors from the energy sector. The jury nominates three teams that will pitch their idea once more to 5000 delegates at the World Gas Conference, who will choose the winner of the NRG Battle - World edition. All team members of the winning team receive an ‘around the world’ ticket. In addition, great career opportunities in the energy sector lie ahead of you due to all network possibilities during the NRG Battle – World Edition at the World Gas Conference.

This is the life changing experience you were waiting for and it is all for free! The only thing you have to do is use your skills and knowledge in an exhilarating case study. Flight tickets, accommodation and food & drinks will be taken care off!

The expert jury will consist of:
- Datuk Abdul RahimHashim (President IGU)
- Dick Benschop (President-Director Shell, The Netherlands)
- Gert-Jan Lankhorst (CEO GasTerra)

Participating companies will provide challenging and innovative cases that test talents their knowledge and skills in their respective fields. You work together in multidisciplinary teams of five with a case-instructor from the company.

The NRG Battle – World Edition will also offer a side program for the participating top talents to keep things fresh and exciting even after battle hours. After a week you will not only have worked on your professional development but also on your personal experience in the international and dynamic environment of Kuala Lumpur.

For participating top talents it’s the perfect opportunity to network with renowned companies in the field of energy and to find an internship, traineeship or even a job. The NRG Battle – World Edition is a unique opportunity to combine developing your skills, gaining experience and expanding your professional network.

Sign up now at www.nrgbattle.com and start your journey to the NRG Battle – World Edition!